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What We Know



Magnetization Distribution

• Current best 
ER and MAG 
maps tragically 
under-sampled
and incomplete.

• We know lunar
magnetization is
weak, widely 
distributed, and 
very incoherent.



Mitchell et al., 2007

Geophysical Correlations

Impact Basin Antipodes



Geophysical Correlations

Impact Basin Antipodes (black), Impact Basins (white)



Geophysical Correlations

Halekas et al., 2001

Richmond et al., 2003 Albedo Markings

Basin Ejecta

Seismically Modified Terrain



Core Structure
• No current core dynamo
• Evidence for metallic core
       (possibly molten [Williams et al., 2001])

Hood et al., 1999



Why It’s Important



Lunar Thermal and Geologic History

Taylor, 1994

Stegman et al., 2003.

Origins

Dynamo

Core 
Structure



Physics of Basin-Forming Impacts
• The Moon’s crustal magnetism provides
a record of impact processes, which we
can use to understand the shock pressures 
and heating produced by impacts. 
• Some basins demagnetized, some 
magnetized – different ambient conditions?



Physics of Basin-Forming Impacts
• There also appear to be magnetization effects
antipodal to large young impact basins!

• Can large impacts produce magnetization on
airless bodies?  Do you need an active dynamo?



Magnetization/Demagnetization
Mechanisms: Fundamental Physics

French, 1989

Shock Thermal

Mohit et al., 2004



Optical Maturation Processes /
Space Weathering

Clementine UV-VIS

• Are Reiner Gamma and
other albedo markings
a result of magnetic 
shielding of the surface
from solar wind ions, 
resulting in reduced
optical maturation?  



Benefits for Exploration

• Feed-forward to Mars

• Resource utilization?

• Potential benefits of magnetic shielding of
habitats?



What We Need to Know



Rock Magnetization Properties

• What is the depth, strength, orientation, and coherence 
scale of lunar magnetization?  

Purucker, 2006



Rock Magnetization Properties

• What is the time history of lunar magnetization?
• Do these data (courtesy Mike Fuller) really represent thermal
   remanence acquired in an ancient dynamo field?
• Could shock remanence in local fields instead be responsible?



Relation to Surface and
Sub-Surface Geology

Wilhelms and
Macauley, 1971

Sugano
& Keki, 2004



Physics of Albedo Markings



Physics of Albedo Markings
H

ood and W
illiam

s, 1989. 

• Can magnetic
shielding of the
surface from solar
wind ion incidence
explain the observed
albedo markings?



Magnetization/Demagnetization
Processes

Hood and Artemieva, 2007

• Can shock remanence
acquired in transient 
compressed magnetic
fields explain the 
observed antipodal
magnetic anomalies? 

• Is a dynamo field 
required for this 
mechanism to work?



Magnetic Field Timeline

• Paleofields inferred
from samples and 
basin antipode fields
can be reconciled, but
central basin fields
and other geologic 
terrains hard to fit 
into the same magnetic
timeline…

Halekas, 2003



Core and Interior Properties
• What is the thermal history

of the core?
• Is there currently a molten

core?
• Was there ever a

magnetohydrodynamic
dynamo?

Stegman et al., 2003



What We Should Do



Orbital Measurements

– Low altitude & high resolution
– Complete coverage of selected regions
– Reflectometry and magnetometry in concert

• Full plasma package required in order to unfold electric field,
magnetic field, and plasma effects

– Good geologic and geophysical
measurements to compare with

– Induced dipole measurements and EM
sounding to constrain current core and deep
interior properties



Lunar Explorer for Elements & Hazards (LEEAH)

CUTTING EDGE SCIENCE with PROVEN SYSTEMS

• Finalist for LRO Secondary Payload; funded Phase A
development in 2006

• High-heritage instruments and spacecraft (TRL 7-9)
from THEMIS, Lunar Prospector

• Science, operations, management teams in place;
~2.25 yr development schedule

• Low cost secondary (<$60M) or primary (<$100M)
mission options on EELV, Minotaur, Delta-II

SCIENCE
• Lunar surface charging in response to solar and

plasma environment
• Dust transport and dusty plasmas/exosphere
• Map surface composition and volatiles
• Fundamental space plasma physics and lunar-

solar interactions
EXPLORATION
• Identify resources, including H2O
• Quantify dust electrification and motion
• Correlate with environmental drivers for

prediction and mitigation

• Magnetic & Electric Fields

• Electron/ion spectra &
direction

• Ion composition

• In-situ and remote
dust analysis



Surface Measurements

– Measure magnetic shielding of surface by
strong crustal sources

– Magnetometer traverses in selected regions
– Sample returns (preferably oriented) from

exposed bedrock and/or central basin
materials

– Modern magnetic analysis of uncontaminated
returned samples



Modeling
– Model magnetization for observed magnetic

anomalies
• Magnetization directions, strength, depth, etc.

– Model SW interaction with crustal anomalies
• Shielding effects

– Model basin-forming impacts
• Ejecta deposition
• Plasma physics
• Transient magnetic amplifications
• Seismic Energy

– Model remanence acquisition
• Bootstrap model
• Hood model



Conclusions

• In order to understand lunar crustal
magnetism and all its assorted puzzles,
we need a focused, targeted program
including:
–  Orbital measurements
–  Surface data
–  Careful theoretical/modeling work



Backup/Overview Slides Follow



Why It’s Important
• Understanding lunar thermal and geologic

history
– Core/dynamo
– Crust/regolith

• Physics of basin-forming impacts
• Fundamental physics of magnetization and

demagnetization processes
• Optical maturation processes on planetary

surfaces
• Feed-forward to Mars
• Implications for Exploration



What We Know
• No current core dynamo

– Small (few hundred km) core suggested, current state unknown
• Widely distributed crustal remanence

– Weak (<1000 nT max surface fields, mostly <10 nT)
– Incoherent (<~25 km coherence scales)

• Correlations with impact ejecta, albedo markings, and
regions antipodal to young (~3.9 Gya) large impact
basins

• Impact craters and basins mostly demagnetized
– Likely demagnetized by shock
– Some central magnetic anomalies in large basins

• Returned samples suggest remanence acquired in
strong ~1 Gauss ambient field 3.6-3.9 Gya



What We Need To Know
• Magnetization / demagnetization mechanisms
• Relationship of crustal magnetism to surface and

sub-surface geology
• History of lunar intrinsic and remanent

magnetism
• Physics of correlated optical albedo markings
• Current core and interior properties
• Properties of rock magnetization

– Remanence acquisition mechanism(s)
– Coherence scale and depth
– Strength and orientation



What We Should Do
• Orbital Measurements

– Low altitude & high resolution
– Complete coverage of selected regions
– Reflectometry and magnetometry in concert

• Full plasma package required in order to unfold electric field,
magnetic field, and plasma effects

– Good geologic and geophysical measurements to compare with
– Induced dipole measurements and EM sounding to constrain

current core and deep interior properties
• Surface Measurements

– Measure magnetic shielding of surface by strong crustal sources
– Magnetometer traverses in selected regions
– Sample returns (preferably oriented) from exposed bedrock

and/or central basin materials
– Modern magnetic analysis of uncontaminated returned samples



What We Should Do (Continued)

• Modeling
– Model magnetization for observed magnetic

anomalies
• Magnetization directions, strength, depth, etc.

– Model SW interaction with crustal anomalies
• Shielding effects

– Model basin-forming impacts
• Ejecta deposition
• Plasma physics
• Transient magnetic amplifications

– Model remanence acquisition
• Bootstrap model
• Hood model


